HSLS FlashClasses
Winter, 2017

Data Management

Love Your Data Week
Data Visualization for Beginners, Feb 13@10
You Do WHAT with Your Data?, Feb 14@10
Future Proof your Data: Planning for Reuse, Feb 15@3
Crafting a Data Management Plan, Feb 17@12
Bringing Rigor and Reproducibility to Research, Mar 15@10
Electronic Lab Notebooks: Introduction to LabArchives, Mar 23@12

Author’s Toolkit
Turning Lemons into Lemonade: Making Negative Research Results Useful, Mar 1@10
Journal Matchmakers: Help for Deciding Where to Publish, Mar 28@10

Instruction & Presentation Design
Free Images on the Web and How to Cite Them, Jan 31@11
Presentation Zen: Effective Use of Visuals and Design, Feb 3@2
Velcro Instruction: 7 Techniques to Make Learning Stick, Feb 8@10
Infographics: Communicating Information Visually, Feb 20@10
PechaKucha Basics for Presentations, Mar 21@3

PubMed Toolkit
PubMed Searching Beyond the Basics, Feb 21@11:30

Special Topics
Best Behavior, Feb 7@9:30
Create It Yourself with 3D Printing, Mar 16@1

Literature Reviews
Getting Systematic about Systematic Reviews, Feb 2@1
Literature Reviews: What’s Your Type?, Feb 23@2
What is The Matrix? Managing the literature for your grant application, systematic review, or meta-analysis, Mar 2@3

Reference & File Management
EndNote for Systematic Reviews: Are You Ready?, Feb 6@12
Box Basics, Mar 14@1:30
Advanced EndNote for Savvier Information Management, Mar 29@10:30
Mendeley Basics, Mar 30@9:30

Sign up for weekly e-vites ⚡ flash@pitt.edu